
REFUND/GUARANTEE REQUEST FORM 
 

 
Free hotline phones:        

Moscow: +7 495 228-30-35     

UAZ manufacturer: +7 800 100-00-62     

E-mail: parts@uaz.ru     

 

Customer name (please print):______________________________________ VIN:___________________________________________________ 

Phone number:__________________________________________________ Zip code:_______________________________________________ 

City:___________________________________________________________ Refund request date______________________________________ 

Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature:_______________________________ 

 

In the UAZ online-store on the www.parts.uaz.ru/en under the order # ________________ was purchased: 

№ The name of the goods (model, article) Quantity Price Payment method 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

   Reasons for refund request          □ Good quality goods ¹                                     □Complaints goods ² 

 

   Reason for refund (Specify the reason for the refund by marking the required square) 

Product does not match the order  

Defect  

   

   Other (specify):_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

I carry out the return of the order in full and request that I terminate the purchase agreement with me and refund to me the amount    

of_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ____________ $ USD. 

 

 

Details for refund, if the order was paid by the buyer on a 

cashless basis on the website:: 

Card number - 6 first and last 4 digits 
□□□□- □□■■ - ■■
■■-□□□□ 

 

Transaction number in the system PAYANYWAY:                                

_____________________________________________________________ 

Specified number you can find in a letter received by PAYANYWAY, 

after making the payment. 

 

 

In order to return the cost of the return shipment (only if the received goods with the defect or does not match the ordered), I ask you to refund me 

the cost of the return transfer to the bank account (the details for transfer are indicated above)       Signature:_______________________________ 

INFORMATION 

Within 10 (Ten) days after we receive the returned goods, your money be refunded to your bank account. Term for transfer of money to your bank 

account depends from rules of your bank. 

Do you still have questions? You can send a message to parts@uaz.ru or contact us by phone (call free on the phone in Moscow): +7 495 228-30-

35; other cities +7 800 100-00-62 

 

Comments: 

1. Goods of good quality - goods, which saved presentation and consumer properties. 

2. Problem goods is not able to provide its functional qualities due to a significant defect, including the goods in damaged, crumpled packaging, the 

goods on which are visible chips, scratches, other damages. 


